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Site-Directed Spin-Labeling Study of the Light-Harvesting Complex CP29
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ABSTRACT The topology of the long N-terminal domain (~100 amino-acid residues) of the photosynthetic Lhc CP29 was
studied using electron spin resonance. Wild-type protein containing a single cysteine at position 108 and nine single-cysteine
mutants were produced, allowing to label different parts of the domain with a nitroxide spin label. In all cases, the apoproteins
were either solubilized in detergent or they were reconstituted with their native pigments (holoproteins) in vitro. The spin-label
electron spin resonance spectra were analyzed in terms of a multicomponent spectral simulation approach, based on hybrid
evolutionary optimization and solution condensation. These results permit to trace the structural organization of the long
N-terminal domain of CP29. Amino-acid residues 97 and 108 are located in the transmembrane pigment-containing protein
body of the protein. Positions 65, 81, and 90 are located in a flexible loop that is proposed to extend out of the protein from
the stromal surface. This loop also contains a phosphorylation site at Thr81, suggesting that the flexibility of this loop might
play a role in the regulatory mechanisms of the light-harvesting process. Positions 4, 33, 40, and 56 are found to be located
in a relatively rigid environment, close to the transmembrane protein body. On the other hand, position 15 is located in a flexible
region, relatively far away from the transmembrane domain.
INTRODUCTION

Photosynthesis in green plants and algae occurs in chloro-

plasts. Their highly folded thylakoid membranes provide

a home for the multisubunit protein complexes PSI and

PSII, which work in concert (linked by a cytochrome b6f

complex) to convert sunlight energy into chemical energy

(1). The fourth major player is the ATP-synthase complex

that uses the proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane,

created by PSI/PSII, to convert ADP into ATP. PSI and PSII

are supramolecular complexes composed of a core moiety,

which contains all the cofactors of the electron transport

chain and of an outer antenna system, the role of which is

to collect light energy and transfer it to the reaction center

where it can be used to drive charge separation. All antenna

complexes of higher plants belong to the Lhc multigenic

family (2). In particular, six different gene products

(Lhcb1–6) compose the outer antenna system of PSII. The

major antenna complex of PSII is LHCII, the product of

the genes Lhcb1–3 (3), harboring over 50% of the pigments,

and it is organized as trimers at the periphery of the PSII

supramolecular complex (4). Three minor antenna
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complexes, CP29 (Lhcb4), CP26 (Lhcb5), and CP24

(Lhcb6) are located in between the LHCII trimers and the

core complex, and they are present as monomers. Recently,

it has been proposed that the minor antenna complexes

provide the sites of nonphotochemical quenching, a mecha-

nism that protects PSII against photoinhibition (5). In partic-

ular it has been shown that in CP29, a radical cation is

formed on the zeaxanthin in the L2 site, which strongly inter-

acts with Chl A5 (6), leading to the harmless dissipation of

excess excitation energy.

The structure of LHCII has been resolved at 2.72 Å (7)

showing three transmembrane helices, two amphipathic

helices on the lumenal side of the membrane, and the posi-

tions of 14 Chl and 4 xanthophyll molecules per monomeric

subunit. Structural information on the minor antenna

complexes CP24, CP26, and CP29 is still lacking, but

sequence analysis (8) and site-selected mutagenesis have re-

vealed that they share high structure similarity with LHCII,

although they coordinate a smaller number of pigments

(9,10).

CP29 is the largest member of the Lhc family, and it is

characterized by a long N-terminal domain (~100 amino-

acid residues), which contains a phosphorylation site (11).

Phosphorylation takes place, for instance, under cold stress

and is accompanied by a structural change of the protein

(12). It has been shown that there is a strong correlation

between the presence of phosphorylated CP29 and the resis-

tance of plants against cold stress, thus leading to the sugges-

tion that the phosphorylation is involved in protective

mechanisms (13). However, details are lacking on both the

structure and the structural changes.
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CP29 belongs to the class of membrane proteins. In

general, membrane proteins comprise almost one-third of

the total amount of proteins in an organism or cell. However,

progress in determining their structures has been slow.

Therefore, membrane proteins offer an enormous challenge

in structural biology, and there is an urgent need to develop

and apply new biophysical methodologies that are able to

generate detailed structural information. Among modern

biophysical techniques, site-directed spin-labeling ESR

appears to show the highest potential to further develop the

field (14).

Recently, CP29 protein mutants reconstituted with plant

pigments in detergent were selectively labeled at three posi-

tions in the N-terminal domain with a fluorescent dye

TAMRA (6-carboxy-tetramethyl-rhodamine) and examined

with picosecond fluorescence spectroscopy (15). The results

indicated that the N-terminus is folded back on the hydro-

phobic part of the protein, and suggested the presence of

some structural heterogeneity in the N-terminal part.

This work focuses on the structure and dynamics of the

N-terminal domain of CP29 in detergent systems with and

without pigments. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to

produce 10 single-cysteine protein samples with cysteine

positions equally distributed over the N-terminal domain.

Following the approach of Stopar et al. (16), single-cysteine

protein samples were labeled with nitroxide spin labels. The

ESR data allowed us to determine the free rotational space,

local dynamics, and polarity of the spin-labeled sites that

reflect the pigment-binding properties of CP29 and to arrive

at a topological model for the N-terminal domain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction and isolation of overexpressed
CP29 apoprotein

Lhcb4.1 cDNA of Arabidopsis thaliana (A. Thaliana) (from Arabidopsis

Biological Resource Center DNA Stock Center) was subcloned into

a pT7-7 expression vector. The construct contains the sequence of the

mature CP29 protein with an additional methionine at the N-terminus and

a 6 His-tag at the C-terminus. Mutations were introduced using the Strata-

gene Quick Change Site Directed Mutagenesis Kit. First, the naturally

occurring cysteine (position 108) was replaced by alanine. This mutant

was also used to estimate the amount of nonspecific spin labeling. On this

template, single-cysteine residues were introduced in the N-terminal part

at various positions resulting in the following mutants: G4C, S15C, S33C,

S40C, A56C, S65C, T81C, S90C, and S97C. The constructs were checked

by DNA sequencing. The plasmids were amplified in the super competent

Escherichia coli (E. coli) XL-1 Blue strain and the proteins overexpressed

in the E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain. Inclusion bodies containing the CP29

apoprotein mutants were isolated as reported in (17,18) and stored in the

presence of 10 mM dithiothreitol at �20�C.

Pigment isolation, labeling, and reconstitution
of CP29-pigment complexes

Purified pigments were obtained from spinach. Concentrations of pigments

were determined spectroscopically: Chls as described by Porra et al. (19) and

carotenoids as described by Davies (20). Just before labeling, inclusion
bodies containing CP29 apoprotein were freshly purified from dithiothreitol

and dissociated in LDS reconstitution buffer (2% LDS, 12.5% sucrose,

20 mM Na2HPO4 pH 7.6). CP29 apoproteins were labeled at room temper-

ature for 3 h with a five-times molar excess of the spin label MTS-SL (meth-

anethiosulfonate from TRC, Toronto, Canada). Excess spin label was

removed using affinity chromatography on a His-Trap column. Before

storage at �20�C, the excess of imidazole and NaCl from the elution buffer

were removed by dialysis against LDS reconstitution buffer. Samples of

CP29 apoprotein to be measured in b-D-maltoside (DM) buffer (0.03%

W/V þ 10 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.6) were prepared by using the detergent

substitution procedure (21) followed by affinity chromatography on a His-

Trap column to bring the apoprotein in DM buffer. Reconstitution and

purification of protein-pigment complexes (holoproteins) were performed

as reported in (22), but using a Chl a/b ratio of 5.5. Solutions of the spin-

labeled CP29 samples were washed and concentrated in sucrose-free DM

buffer just before the ESR measurements. Integrity of the holoprotein

samples was checked by fluorescence excitation and emission measure-

ments, showing the complete absence of free Chls and carotenoids in all

preparations.

ESR measurements

All washed and concentrated spin-labeled CP29 preparations in DM buffer

(final protein concentration between 0.07 mM and 0.2 mM) were transferred

to 50 ml capillaries up to 1 cm height and placed in a standard 4-mm quartz

ESR tube. Spectra were measured on an X-band Bruker Elexsys E-500

ESR system (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany) equipped with a super-high-

Q cavity ER 4122SHQE in combination with a SuperX X-Band Microwave

Bridge type ER 049X. Temperature was controlled with a quartz variable-

temperature Dewar insert (Eurotherm, Leesburg, VA). Spectra were recorded

at 10-mT scan widths with a microwave power of 5 mW at 6�C. To improve

signal/noise, up to 100 scans were accumulated with a time constant of 20 ms,

a modulation amplitude of 0.1 mT and a scan time of 82 s. Before analysis,

spectra were corrected for the background signal of the buffer.

ESR spectral simulation, optimization,
and solution condensation

The ESR spectra of spin-labeled CP29 samples were simulated with a multi-

component model as described previously (16,23). The spectral parameters

{w, 4, tc, W, pA, prot} of each component of the simulated spectra were

simultaneously optimized with a multirun hybrid evolutionary algorithm

(24,25). Multiple solutions, which were obtained from optimization, were

then filtered and grouped into domains with a GHOST condensation

approach (16,23,25,26).

The simulation model for the ESR spectra employs a fast motional aver-

aging approximation to describe the local motion of the spin label (25). The

dynamics of the spin probe gives rise to a motion in a cone (27), which can

be described with three parameters: a maximum opening cone angle w,

a cone asymmetry angle 4, and an effective correlation time tc. The

magnetic interaction tensors g and A are linearly corrected with a polarity

parameter pA. Furthermore, a proticity parameter prot is used that accounts

for the effect of proton binding to the spin label on the g tensor (28). It was

found that the relative error for parameter prot was quite large. Therefore this

parameter is not used in our further discussion (23). When calculating the

convolution of the magnetic field distribution and the basic line shape,

two line width parameters, tc and W, are applied. A Lorentzian line is

used in the motional narrowing approximation with a single effective rota-

tional correlation time tc (27,29). The additional broadening of the spectral

line arising from nonmotional effects is described by a constant W. This

parameter arises from unresolved hydrogen superhyperfine interactions

and contributions from paramagnetic impurities (e.g., oxygen), in addition

to external magnetic field inhomogeneities, field modulation effects, and

intermolecular spin-spin interactions if present and applicable.

To resolve coexisting motional patterns from the experimental ESR

spectra, the simulated spectra were composed from four independent
Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3620–3628
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spectral components defined by four sets of spectral parameters {w, 4, tc, W,

pA, prot} and four relative contributions following a previous approach (23).

Typically, 20 runs of the population-based hybrid evolutionary optimization

were used to produce 8000 (400 in each of 20 runs) solutions (spectral

parameters and the weights of four spectral components) (25,26). The 200

best solutions were chosen (according to the quality of fit), and their four

spectral components were separated into a pool of 800 parameter sets.

Collected single-spectral components are processed further with GHOST

condensation, which filtered and then grouped the spectral components

into domains (25,26). Each domain in a GHOST plot can be seen as

a ‘‘motional pattern’’ of the spin label that is related to its local motional

properties. Such motional patterns reflect the restrictions of the spin

label arising from the local protein structure, i.e., local interactions between

the spin-label rotamers and neighboring amino-acid side chains and the

motional limitations imposed by the protein backbone. In addition, the

motional patterns reflect different dynamical regimes of the spin probe,

which may additionally include: a), dynamics inherited from the whole

protein motion, and b), protein backbone fluctuations (27). Also the spin

label senses the accessibility of solvent molecules and adjacent acyl chain

of the phospholipids in case it is in bilayer.

Filtering of the multiple solutions was done according to the fit quality of

a particular solution and according to the density of the solution in the

parameter space. The group recognition was done with a slicing method

based on domain detection at several density levels (30). Visual analysis

of the resulting GHOST plots, which present a combination of two param-

eters (4 and w, tc and w, pA and w), was used to revise the results of the

automated group (motional patterns) recognition and to examine the distri-

bution of the spectral characteristics within the groups. Candidate motional

patterns were tested for their physical relevance by looking at the corre-

sponding line shapes. Unusual line shapes resulting from abnormal combi-

nations of parameters were omitted from further analysis. In this way the

ESR experimental spectra are characterized in terms of multiple motional

patterns, and the GHOST analysis provides the number of patterns, average

parameters, and relative contribution of each pattern.

RESULTS

CP29 reconstitution

Together with the wild-type CP29 (WT-C108) nine cysteine-

spin-labeled CP29 apoproteins (G4C/C108A, S15C/C108A,

S33C/C108A, S40C/C108A, A56C/C108A, S65C/C108A,

T81C/C108A, S90C/C108A, and S97C/C108A) were

obtained and reconstituted with pigments in vitro. All

pigment-protein complexes were obtained in their monomeric

state as assessed by sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation. The

absorption spectra of the holoprotein mutants are identical to

that of the wild-type construct and resemble the spectrum of

the native CP29 complex, similar as in previous studies

(9,21,31). This indicates that the mutations do not influence

the pigment binding.

ESR experiments

The ESR spectra of the reconstituted holoprotein complexes

and of the apoproteins in detergent solution are shown in

Fig. 1. In all cases the spectra have a multicomponent char-

acter. As can be seen, the absence of the pigments has only

a small effect on the spectra corresponding to positions 15,

65, 81, and 90, and for all these cases the ESR spectra

show a strong sharp three-line component of mobile spin

labels. In contrast, for positions 33, 40, 56, 97, and 108, there
Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3620–3628
is a relatively large spectral difference between the holo- and

apoproteins. At these positions, the ESR spectrum has

a typical immobile appearance, especially for the holoprotein

in the presence of pigments. The ESR spectrum correspond-

ing to position 4 shows a two-component spectrum with a

strong immobile contribution. Close inspection of the ESR

spectra corresponding to positions 4 and 15 reveals that

there is a small increase of immobile component for the

apoprotein.

To decompose the multicomponent ESR spectra, we used

a multicomponent model of asymmetric motional restriction

(16,23) and optimized the fitted spectra employing a multirun

multisolution hybrid evolutionary method (25). The good-

ness of fit was chosen to be the reduced c2 function:

c2 ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼ 1

�
yexp

i � ysim
i

�2

s2
; (1)

where yexp and ysim are the experimental and simulated data,

respectively; s is the standard deviation of the experimental

points; and N is the number of spectral points (in our case

N ¼ 1024). For all 10 spin-labeled CP29 holo- and apopro-

tein samples, the quality of the simulated ESR spectra is

good (see Fig. 1). For holoprotein spin labeled at positions

33, 56, 81, and 97 and apoprotein spin labeled at positions

4, 56, 81, and 108, the reduced c2 of the best-fit solutions

is between 1.6 and 3. For the other samples, this is slightly

higher, i.e., between 3 and 5. In general, c2 values below 5

can be considered to be very good.

The results from the simulations are summarized in so-

called GHOST plots (such as a w�4 GHOST shown for

FIGURE 1 ESR spectra of MTS-SL spin-labeled CP29 protein samples at

label positions 4, 15, 33, 40, 56, 65, 81, 90, 97, and 108 reconstituted in DM

with (holoprotein, black line) and without (apoprotein, gray line) pigments.

The total horizontal scan range is 10 mT. Spectral line heights are normal-

ized to the same central line height (left peak). The simulated spectra are

shown in red for holo- and blue for apoprotein samples.
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positions 65 and 108 in Fig. 2). The GHOST methodology

provides the motional patterns that characterize the spec-

trum, thus the GHOST plots provide the most significant

and probable groups of solutions of spectral parameters.

Each group corresponds to a particular motional pattern

(e.g., mobile or immobile according to the rate of motion;

restricted or unrestricted according to the extent of restric-

tions imposed by the local protein structure on free rotational

space of the spin probe). The weight of the group represents

the contribution of that particular component to the spec-

trum. For example, at position 65 (Fig. 2), the rotational

space of the component with 14% contribution is completely

open (w and 4 around p/2), a component with a contribution

of 57% is half-closed (w around p/4) and still symmetric (4

around p/2), and a component with a contribution of 16% is

very closed (w around p/6 and 4 close to 0), as suggested by

the distribution of the cone angles of the spin label w and 4

(both angles can vary between 0 and p/2). On the other hand,

the rotational space for the spin label at position 108 of CP29

pigment-protein complex is very restricted as suggested by

the major component with a contribution of 51% (w around

p/6 and 4 close to 0) (Fig. 2). In most cases, the motional

patterns in the GHOST plots (as shown in Fig. 2) are repre-

sented in the parameter space by concentrated groups of

solutions. Contrary, in the case of spin-labeled apoprotein

mutants 40 and 90, there appear continuous patterns, which
reflect smooth transitions between the spectral parameters.

This may indicate a transition between structural conforma-

tions, or could represent a distribution of a local structure

around the mutated residue. The samples having spectra

with a relatively low signal/noise turned out to be somewhat

more problematic in terms of group recognition. Also the

ESR spectra of mutants at positions 15 and 90 were more

difficult to fit, and after group recognition, many spectral

components were found distributed in the parameter space.

Thus, after group recognition, the final solution appeared

to contain several motional patterns with a low contribution

(see Fig. 4). This means an additional complexity of the

corresponding spectra and consequently of the spin-label

motion at positions 15 and 90 relative to other spin-labeled

positions. The four best-fitting spectral components in the

simulated spectra (Fig. 1) are presented in the GHOST plots

with colored triangles (Fig. 2). The size of a triangle is

proportional to the contribution of the corresponding compo-

nent in the spectrum.

For further analysis (i.e., a more convenient comparison of

multiple data between different spin-label positions along the

protein), the angles w and 4 are combined in a single param-

eter, U, which is defined as (23):

U ¼ w4

ðp=2Þ2
: (2)
FIGURE 2 GHOST plots showing the optimized

multiple solutions represented in a two-dimensional distri-

bution of the angles w and 4 of MTS-SL spin-labeled

CP29 protein samples at positions 65 and 108 reconstituted

in DM with (top, holoprotein) and without (bottom, apopro-

tein) pigments. The components of each solution are repre-

sented with a point on the plot with a color, combined of red,

green, and blue, which codes for the relative values of tc, W,

and pA in their definition intervals {0–3 ns}, {0–0.4 mT},

and {0.8–1.2}, respectively. The closed black lines on the

plot surround domains of the solutions grouped into

motional patterns. The contribution of each pattern is shown

in percents. Additionally, the four spectral components of

the best-fit solution are presented on the plot with red (top,

holoprotein) and blue (bottom, apoprotein) triangles,

whereby the area of each triangle is proportional to the

relative contribution of the corresponding component in

the simulated spectrum.
Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3620–3628
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This parameter measures the space angle, i.e., the surface of the

cone left for local spin-label wobbling (free rotational space)

and is shown for all 10 spin-labeled CP29 holo- (Fig. 3 A)

and apoprotein samples (Fig. 3 B). High values of U (between

0.7 and 1) correspond to nearly unrestricted motional patterns

of the spin label (i.e., mobile spectral components), whereas

low values (between 0 and 0.25) imply very high restrictions

(i.e., immobile spectral components). In addition to the free

rotational space U, the simulations provide the effective rota-

tional correlation time tc (29) and the polarity correction pA for

the magnetic interaction tensors g and A of the spin label

(16,28). These parameters are presented in Fig. 3, A and B,

as well. To elucidate the effect of pigment removal on the

ESR data, we carried out a comparison of the most important

motional patterns (with a contribution of more than 25%), as

shown in Fig. 3 C. Fig. 3 D compares the weighted averages

of the motional patterns of the spin-labeled holo- and apopro-

teins. In general, it can be seen in Fig. 3 that high values of

the free rotational space U correspond to high values of the

effective rotational correlation time tc.

DISCUSSION

The central issue in our research is related to the following

questions: 1), What is the conformation of the unusually
Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3620–3628
100-residues long N-terminal domain of CP29 protein

(which is much longer than for all other members of the

Lhc family)? 2), Where is this domain located with respect

to the membrane-embedded transmembrane protein body?

and 3), What is the role of the pigments in determining the

structure and dynamics of the N-terminal domain? To

address these questions, we compared CP29 holo- and apo-

protein by using ESR of spin-labeled cysteine positions

distributed over the N-terminal domain. In this respect, it

should be noted that after reconstitution in the detergent

DM, the pigments provide a correctly folded transmembrane

body domain of the protein, which can be considered as the

native state of the protein (21,32,33). The detergent that is

used for the reconstitution of CP29 protein with the pigments

provides a good membrane-mimicking environment for

CP29: DM is not a very strong denaturing detergent

providing a relatively compact protein-detergent complex

(33). If the pigments are absent, the structure of CP29 protein

is looser and it may be partly unfolded (33). For LHCII in

DM, the spectroscopic properties are similar to those

observed in the intact thylakoid membrane (34). Because

LHCII and CP29 have a strong sequence homology in the

transmembrane protein body (9), this indicates that the struc-

ture of CP29 in DM may also be similar to the in vivo struc-

ture. Thus, the holo- and apo-states of CP29 provide a good
A B C D

FIGURE 3 ESR data of MTS-SL spin-labeled CP29 protein samples reconstituted in DM with (A) (holoprotein, red circles) and without (B) (apoprotein,

blue circles) pigments. Less-pronounced motional patterns with a contribution below 25% are represented by gray circles. The horizontal axis indicates the

spin-label position, the vertical axes give U, tc, and pA. High values of U (between 0.7 and 1) correspond to (nearly) unrestricted motional patterns of the spin

label (i.e., mobile spectral components), whereas low values (between 0 and 0.25) imply very high restrictions (i.e., immobile spectral components). (C)

Comparison of the most important motional patterns (with a contribution of more than 25%) of spin-labeled CP29 protein samples with (holoprotein, red

circles) and without pigments (apoprotein, blue circles). (D) Weighted averages of the motional patterns of spin-labeled CP29 protein samples with (holopro-

tein, red circles) and without pigments (apoprotein, blue circles). The area of the circles in A, B, and C is proportional to the relative contribution of the

motional patterns to the multiple solution.
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starting point for a comparative spin-label ESR study ad-

dressing the questions given above.

From a qualitative analysis of the ESR spectra (Fig. 1), it

follows that positions 33, 40, 56, 97, and 108 are located in

protein domains that are strongly affected by pigment recon-

stitution of the CP29 complex. Positions 97 and 108 are

located in the transmembrane protein body that contains the

pigments (11). It is evident that these positions will be affected

by the pigment reconstitution, bringing the protein from a rela-

tively loose and partly unfolded structure without pigments

into a native folded structure with pigments. Interestingly,

positions 33, 40, and 56 follow the same trend. This indicates

that this protein domain is located adjacent to the transmem-

brane protein body. Positions 65, 81, and 90 show a sharp

mobile component indicating a relatively high degree of

motion. Moreover, these positions are not affected by pigment

reconstitution, suggesting that they are located far from the

transmembrane region in a loop extending out from the

stromal surface of the protein (11). Also positions 4 and 15

at the N-terminal end are just slightly affected by pigment

reconstitution. Position 4 displays a clear two-component

characteristic of a sharp mobile and a broad immobile compo-

nent. Contrary, position 15 can be characterized only by

a sharp mobile component, and the broad immobile compo-

nent is almost absent. This indicates that the spin label at posi-

tion 4 is more restricted in its motion than the one at position

15. This finding is remarkable, because position 4 is close to

the N-terminal end, where one would expect a large degree of

motion due to fraying of the terminal amino-acid residues.

The ESR line shapes at positions 15, 65, 81, and 90 are

roughly similar to each other.

To further analyze the multicomponent ESR spectra, we

carried out a spectral decomposition based on a multicompo-

nent model of asymmetric motional restriction (16,23),

followed by a multirun, multisolution hybrid evolutionary

approach (25). The multicomponent model turned out to

be robust enough to cover many different combinations of

coexisting local motional patterns. The multisolution feature

of the simulations provides the capability of determining the

actual number of the spectral components related to spin-

probe motional patterns, the spectral parameters and the

contribution of each component, without setting the number

of the spectral components in advance. Due to practical

considerations, we limited the maximum number of spectral

components to four.

The main general advantages of our multiple-solution

algorithm are: 1), determination of multiple components

(motional patterns), because a single solution characteriza-

tion may not be capable of revealing all components; 2),

revealing a transition between spectral parameters, which

could be very useful in the case of multiple protein confor-

mations; 3), detecting defects in the line shape. Concerning

line shape defects, a spectral component may arise in the

optimization to simulate a particular feature of the line shape

to improve the fit. In such a case, checking of the parameter
space via GHOST plots (such as shown in Fig. 2) in combi-

nation with the line-shape analysis helps to clarify the char-

acterization results and to remove meaningless components,

if needed (23,25). Also, the appearance of low-quality fits

and an unusual distribution of the spectral parameters in

the parameter space may indicate artifacts in the spectra. In

most cases, we found high-quality fit solutions and well-

defined two-dimensional GHOST patterns, indicating that

the ESR spectra do not have artifacts and that the group

recognition was carried out in a correct way.

As can been seen in Fig. 3, A and B, the GHOST analysis

results in a number of motional patterns. There are several

factors that can contribute to a multicomponent character:

1), differences in local structure around the spin label at

the binding site; 2), various rotamers of the side chain of

the spin label and interactions between certain rotamers

with the local environment; 3), sample heterogeneity on

the level of the micelles in which CP29 protein is incorpo-

rated, for example arising from differences in protein-to-

detergent ratios and micellar sizes; and 4), nonspecific

labeling. To estimate the amount of nonspecific labeling,

we produced a mutant of wild-type CP29, in which the

cysteine at position 108 is replaced by an alanine. Spin

labeling of this mutant shows that the amount of nonspecific

labeling is 5%. As can be seen in Fig. 3 A even by discarding

motional patterns with small contributions (<10–20%), there

is more than one component left in a majority of the cases.

Because the free rotational space U is very sensitive to the

local environment of the spin-label side chain (adjacent

protein domains and/or solvent molecules), there are two

different ways to handle multiple motional patterns:

1. Assign the motional patterns to one or two protein confor-

mations and further use this result to interpret the effect of

pigment binding on the conformation of the protein and

locations of the pigments in the protein. In this case, we

select the components with the highest intensity (above

25%) in the GHOST analysis (Fig. 3 C).

The other motional patterns are then assigned to sample

heterogeneities and minor structural components. Two

or more components may manifest similarities, consistent

changes of the model parameters, and thus can be consid-

ered to be parts of a single major motional pattern. Such

a pattern (prolonged in parameter space) with an evident

transition of the model parameters then most likely repre-

sents the transition between conformational states. This

enables an analysis of the results in terms of different

protein conformations.

2. As we will concentrate on the effect of pigment binding

of CP29 protein, we do not need to assign the various

motional patterns, but we can focus on the differences

in the results with and without pigments. Therefore

another approach is to take the weighted average of all

patterns (Fig. 3 D). When comparing the averaged data

for the protein with and without pigment, the difference

will be dominated by the effect of pigment binding.
Biophysical Journal 96(9) 3620–3628
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In comparing the U values for the holo- and apoprotein in

Fig. 3, A and B, it can be seen that for almost all spin-label

positions the range of values increases from low values to

higher values. This is especially true for the motional

patterns with U z 0 in Fig. 3 A, in which the spin-label

motion is highly restricted. These motional patterns are

almost gone in Fig. 3 B. In turn, in Fig. 3 B a larger range

of motional patterns is observed for U values from 0.6 to

1.0, indicating local conformations with less-restricted

spin-label motion. Because this effect is found throughout

the whole N-terminal domain, it is assigned to partly unfold-

ing of the protein on going from the holo- to the apo-state. As

can be seen in the intensity-filtered data in Fig. 3 C, at several

positions (4, 15, 40, 56, and 108) two values for U, tc, and pA

can be identified. These positions appear to be spread over

the entire sequence of the N-terminal domain of CP29

protein. This effect is also related to a relatively loose and

partly unfolded state of the apoprotein, as discussed above.

However, no consistent pattern exists between the various

values for U, complicating a detailed analysis of the data

in terms of different conformations of the N-terminal protein

domain. Although there appears to be a wealth of informa-

tion in Fig. 3, A and B, a full assignment of motional patterns

is not possible without additional knowledge about the

N-terminal domain and without having more amino-acid

residues systematically replaced in a certain protein domain.

This difficulty does not exist by taking the weighted

average of all motional patterns (Fig. 3 D). These data repre-

sent the general trend, but details about the various compo-

nents are lost. In Fig. 3 D, apart from information about

the average free rotational space U, information is available

about the average effective rotational correlation time tc and

local polarity pA of the spin label attached to the protein.

In Fig. 3 D, it can be seen that in all cases (except for posi-

tions 4 and 15) the values for U for the pigment-free CP29

protein are above the values for the reconstituted protein.

This indicates that the N-terminal part of the pigment-free

apoprotein has a relatively loose and flexible structure in

which the available space for the spin label is expected to

be less restricted. Based on the polarity effect shown in

Fig. 3 D (a high value for pA reflects an increased local

polarity (25)), we can conclude that overall the spin-labeled

sites in the apoprotein are more in an apolar environment as

compared to the holoprotein. This could reflect an enhanced

exposure to the acyl chains of the solubilizing detergent

molecules, probably due to the relatively loose and partly

unfolded state of the apoprotein.

The trend in the free rotational space U, as shown in

Fig. 3 D, closely follows the qualitative interpretation of the

ESR spectra in Fig. 1, indicating that the loop positions 65, 81,

and 90 are only slightly affected by the pigment binding to

CP29. Also the observed differences between the holo- and

apo-state of the protein on positions 33, 40, 56, 97, and 108

are consistent with the analysis of Fig. 1. In the N-terminal

domain, position 4 is slightly affected by the absence of
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pigment; however, its value for U is similar to the values for

the positions in the more structured domains. This is remark-

able for an N-terminal end position and could indicate a local

structure that limits the free rotational space of the spin label.

Alternatively, this N-terminus could interact with the trans-

membrane protein body, which is in agreement with recent

fluorescence experiments with the fluorescent dye TAMRA

(6-carboxy-tetramethyl-rhodamine) covalently attached to

a cysteine at position 4 (15). In contrast, position 15 does

not show a strong effect to pigment removal, but its value

for U is at a high level, indicating rather unrestricted spin-label

motion at a location probably relatively far from the trans-

membrane protein body.

Summarizing model

CP29 has a strong sequential homology with LHCII, the ma-

jor difference being an N-terminal insert from amino-acid

residue 56 to 98 (9). Also light-spectroscopic experiments

have revealed a high degree of structural and functional

similarity between CP29 and LHCII and demonstrate an

unequivocally high similarity for the transmembrane protein

bodies (22,35–38). Because of this strong sequence

homology and spectroscopic similarities, we took the crystal

structure of LHCII from spinach (7) as a starting point for

constructing a model for CP29 (Fig. 4). In this figure, the

extra N-terminal insert is shown as a red loop extruding

from the main protein body. The amino-acid residues 97

and 108 that were used for spin labeling are located in the

transmembrane protein body of the protein. Position 108 is

situated on the putative transmembrane helix B of the

protein, close to the center plane of the protein; position 97

is at the end of this helix, close to the stromal surface of

the protein. These locations are consistent with the relatively

strong difference between holo- and apoprotein and the rela-

tively low values of U that are indicative for a restricted spin-

label motion (Fig. 3). Positions 65, 81, and 90 are located in

the extra N-terminal loop that is proposed to extend out of

the protein in the stromal space, because for these sites, the

label has a large degree of freedom and is not influenced

by pigment binding. This loop also contains a phosphoryla-

tion site at Thr81. This finding suggests that the flexibility of

this loop could play a role in presumed regulatory functions

of the phosphorylation.

Positions 33, 40, and 56 show far less rotational freedom,

and moreover, the corresponding ESR spectra are substan-

tially affected by pigment reconstitution, indicating that the

domain in which they are located should be close to the

transmembrane protein body. Their relatively low values

for U are similar to the values found for positions 97 and

108 (Fig. 3). This observation is consistent with the crystal

structure of LHCII, in which these positions are located in

a folded protein domain at the stromal side of the protein

(7) (Fig. 4). The next labeled position toward the N-terminal

end, position 15, shows a high value for U suggesting rather

unrestricted spin-label motion. This indicates that this
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protein domain is in a flexible state. This is in agreement with

the finding that the structure of the N-terminal amino-acid

residues 1 to 14 is not resolved in the crystal structure of

LHCII. Finally, position 4 at the N-terminal end displays

clear two-component characteristics of a broad immobile

component in combination with a sharp mobile one (Figs.

1 and 3 C). It is slightly affected by the absence of pigments;

however, its value for U (Fig. 3 D) is similar to the values for

the positions in the more motionally restricted domains (i.e.,

position 97). This suggests that the N-terminus interacts with

the transmembrane protein body probably by folding back to

it; however, without being strongly affected by the holo- or

apo-state of the protein. This topology is in agreement with

recent fluorescence experiments with the fluorescent dye

FIGURE 4 Schematic structural model of CP29 based on the crystal

structure of LHCII from spinach (7) (Protein Data Bank ID: 1RWT). The

main helical structures (A–E) of the transmembrane protein body are shown

in light blue. The extra N-terminal insert of CP29 (as compared to LHCII) is

shown as a red loop extruding from the main transmembrane protein body.

The N-terminus from amino-acid residue 1–14 is indicated in gray, as this

part of the structure is not resolved in the crystal structure of LHCII. The

numbers refer to the labeled positions (black dots).
TAMRA (6-carboxy-tetramethyl-rhodamine) covalently

attached to a cysteine at position 4 that indicate that in

~80% of the cases the N-terminus is folded back on the

hydrophobic core (15). Next to position 4, there are two

phenylalanine residues. It could be hypothesized that this

domain interacts with the hydrophobic amino-acid residues

that can be found in a groove on the stromal side of the trans-

membrane protein body.

Until so far, we have limited ourselves to analyze the ESR

spectra of singly spin-labeled CP29 protein mutants. The

main difficulty that we encountered was the limited number

of available single-cysteine mutants, but this problem can be

tackled by a high-throughput approach. In addition,

a double-labeling approach can be applied that provides

distances between spin labels placed in various domains of

the protein, in a similar way as has been carried out for the

major light-harvesting Chl a/b protein (LHCIIb) (39). There-

fore, site-directed spin-labeling ESR spectroscopy is an

attractive and powerful way to study the conformation and

topology of the protein domains in CP29.
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